
Sylvia Buck,
Sophomore,  smiling
at the crowd and
starting off the
dance.

Spirit & Dance Team

The dancers
charging towards
victory while
wearing masks.

Junior, Riley Macarthur, ending the dance with a bang.

Senior, Ariana Elias
Baumgartner,
hyping up the team
while performing.

Lily Jacobson, Senior,
kicking her way into a
victory at states.

The competition team kicking
in unison.

Junior, Abby Romero, holding
her leg up to the back during
their dance.

The team celebrating their win
at the states competition.

Savannah Kallas, sophomore, showing
her beautiful aerial to the crowd at a
dance team pep rally.

Photography and article by
Natalie Tullar

     The AHS Spirit and Dance
Team have had a great year of
dancing, competing, and having
fun while doing so.
     The team consists of 19
people all striving to do their
best. In December they won
States in 3A Pom for the
second time in three years.
The group also traveled to
Orlando, Florida for the UDA
Nationals where they
competed in 3 categories, pom,
jazz, and game day. Overall,
the whole team agrees this
year has been amazing and
filled with many memories.
     Lily Jacobson, a senior at
AHS and one of the team
captains, said that she has
loved dance team since she
tried out and all of her
teammates this year have been
really supportive and fun.
     “What I love most about my
teammates is the community we
have created and all the
effort that everyone puts in.
It’s amazing to see how far
we’ve come as a team this year
while all supporting each
other,” Jacobson said.
     MattyMae Mulberry, a
freshman at AHS, states that
her favorite part of dance
team has been watching
everyone improve and knowing
that everyone will always put
their best effort out there.
     “I decided to try out for
dance team because I have
been dancing from a young age
and I have always wanted to be
on a team with people that
share the same love for the
SPORT as I do,” Mulberry
states.
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